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Chapterr  5 

Incrementall  Rule Generation 

5.11 Introductio n 

Whilee constraint propagation rules capturing the desired propagation of one or 
somee constraints can be devised manually, in doing so, several issues arise. De-
signingg appropriate rules requires expertise; their correctness must be guaran-
teed,, and for more complex constraints, it may not even realistically be possi-
ble.. In response to these difficulties, the issue of an automatic generation of 
rule-basedd constraint propagation algorithms has received considerable atten-
tionn in recent years. [Apt and Monfroy, 2001] considers the generation of mem-
bershipp rules; [Ringeissen and Monfroy, 2000] examines a parameterised variant 
off  them. [Abdennadher and Rigotti, 2002, Abdennadher and Rigotti, 2004] deal 
withh more general constraint propagation rules. The latter approaches aim par-
ticularlyy at the CHR language and also discuss methods to generate CHR simpli-
ficationn rules allowing the deletion of constraints from the constraint store (see 
Sectionn 2.2.1). In [Dao et al., 2002], the issue of automatic generation of solvers 
basedd on indexicals [Codognet and Diaz, 1996] is examined. 

Commonn to most of these approaches is their paradigm that is essentially 
generate-and-test.. Successively, candidate rules for constraint propagation are 
enumerated.. A rule candidate is kept if it passes the correctness test against the 
constraintt definition. In the deviating method of [Ringeissen and Monfroy, 2000], 
aa conclusion is derived from a candidate premise, which itself comes from a syntac-
ticc enumeration process, however. [Abdennadher and Frühwirth, 2003] examines 
howw to merge solvers written in the CHR language. Due to the expressiveness of 
CHR,, the main aspects are termination and confluence. Here we concern ourselves 
onlyy with constraint propagation rules where these two properties are no issues, 
whichh lets us focus on the constraint propagation. 

Inn contrast to the generate-and-test approaches, we explore the idea of rule 
generationn by incrementally modifying previously constructed rule sets. The key 
featuree is that the input to the solver generation algorithm is already a set of 
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rules.. The generation process consists in transforming the rule set into one that 
possessess desirable properties with respect to the associated constraints, such as 
thee ability to establish a local consistency. An explicit definition of the constraints, 
forr instance extensionally as the set of solutions, is unnecessary. The rule set is 
processedd according to declarative transformation steps, meta rules, leading to 
thee introduction of new rules or removal of existing rules. A number of benefits 
arisee from this approach: 

 First, the description of rule generation as an incremental process provides 
aa new perspective on the origins of rule-based constraint solvers. This helps 
uss to better understand such solvers and their propagation. 

 Second, incremental solver generation reuses previously constructed rule 
sets.. It also potentially increases the level of constraint propagation. 

 Third, the incremental method can also be used as a universal rule genera-
tionn method, by accompanying it with a pre-process that turns a constraint 
definitionn not based on rules into a set of simple initial rules. 

Whilee we first discuss incremental rule generation in general, the main part 
off  this chapter deals with a specific type of rule, the membership rules. Our 
motivationn for this focus is, on the one hand, that few useful statements can 
bee made without fixing a specific language of constraint propagation rule (we 
elaboratee on this issue below), and on the other hand, the relevance of membership 
rules. . 

Wee examine a variety of cases of incrementally generating sets of membership 
rules.. In a justified sense, the central case is constructing a rule set R{C\ AC2) 
forr the conjunctive constraint C\ A C2 from the rule sets R{C\) and /?(C2) of its 
constituentt constraints. The simple union R{C\)\JR{C?) generally does not max-
imallyy propagate the conjunction C\ A C2. Take the following rules, for example. 

CCuuxe{\]xe{\] - a (n) 
CC22,xe{2},xe{2} - a (r2) 

CiAC 2 ,a ;e { l ,2}}  -> C (r3) 

InIn presence of the conjunctive constraints C\ A C2 and x € {1,2} , none of the 
ruless ?*i, r2 of the constituent constraints C\, C2 lets us obtain C'. This shows 
whyy we would like to derive stronger rules such as r3. 

Furthermore,, we discuss the cases of existential and universal quantification. 
Iff  a constraint C is on a variable x then both Sx.C and "ix.C are constraints on the 
remainingg variables of C, and we explain how to construct the rule sets R(3x.C) 
andd R(Vx.C) based on R(C). We also discuss the auxiliary cases of extending 
thee scope of a constraint to a new variable, and of extending the underlying 
domainn by a new element, which means adding certain new solutions to the 
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constraint.. A method of obtaining rules for a constraint from its extensional 
definition,, alternatively as a set of solutions or non-solutions, makes incremental 
membershipp rule generation as capable as competing membership rule generation 
methods. . 

Inn all instances of membership rule generation, we focus on their most relevant 
feature,, namely the relation to generalised arc-consistency. 

5.22 Transforming Sets of Constraint Propaga-
tionn Rules 

AA transformation of a rule set is a sequence of atomic steps introducing or re-
movingg single rules. We describe the admissible steps by meta rules with side 
conditions,, applied to sets of constraint propagation rules. We write 

(introduce)) (remove) 
RU{r}RU{r}  v ' R\{r} 

wheree R is a rule set and r is a rule. 
Wee consider two meta rules: subsumption, which deletes a rule, and derivation, 

whichh introduces a rule, based on the given rules. 

5.2.11 Subsumption 

Subsumptionn is a special case of redundancy of a rule with respect to a rule set, 
forr the purpose of computing common fixpoints; see Section 4.3.2. We restrict 
ourselvess here to a simple case and consider only propagation rules with the same 
body. . 

Ass a meta rule, we have 

RU{A-+C}RU{A-+C} l f (5" 1}  (gen-subsume) 

wheree the constraints in A, B are on the variables X with domains P, and the 
sidee condition is 

Sol((A,X,V))Sol((A,X,V)) D Sol({B,X,ty) (5.1) 

Recalll  that Sol(V) is the set of solutions of the CSP V, so (5.1) expresses that A 
iss implied by B. 

Wee say that a rule is subsumed by a set of rules if it is subsumed by some rule 
inn the set. So x < y —  C is subsumed by R U {x ^ y —> C}. 
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5.2.22 Derivation 

Twoo rules with identical body give rise to a new rule if the disjunction of their 
conditions,, or something more restrictive, can be expressed in the underlying 
constraintt language. Formally, 

RujAi-C,RujAi-C, A2^C} 
RuiA^CA^C.B^C)RuiA^CA^C.B^C) 'f ( 5 2 ) a nd ( 5 3 ) (gen-der,ve) 

wheree the constraints in A\,Ai,B are on the variables X with domains V, and 
thee side condition is 

Sol{(B,X,V))Sol{(B,X,V)) C Sol{(Ai,X,V))uSol{(A2,X,V)). (5.2) 

Thee idea of this transformation step is to compose the ancestor rules, at best 
intoo a descendant that in turn subsumes one or both ancestors. It is not difficult 
too show that correctness is preserved: if each rule in the original rule set is correct 
thenn so is each rule in the obtained rule set. However, note that the respective 
commonn fixpoints of the rule sets generally change! 

Whilee not needed for preservation of correctness, it is useful to require addi-
tionally y 

Sol((B,X,T>))Sol((B,X,T>)) % Sol{{Ai,X,V)) for i = 1 and i = 2 (5.3) 

ass otherwise the descendant rule would simply be subsumed. 

5.2.1.. EXAMPLE. Suppose we know that the two rules 

x-ty,x-ty, y  ̂z, z ^w -»  C, 

xx -£ z, z > w —> C 

aree correct. Also let us assume that alldifferent, a constraint requiring pair-wise 
differencee of its variables, is in the constraint language. By (gen-derive) we obtain 
thee new rule 

alldifFerent(:c,y,, z) —> C, 

whosee condition does not imply, or is implied by, those of the ancestor rules. D 

Generally,, several possible candidates for the derived condition B in 
(gen-derive)) exist, and they depend on the constraint language. Ideally, a suitable 
BB can be constructed directly from A\,A2- This is the case for membership rules. 
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5.33 Transforming Sets of Membership Rules 

Wee specialise the generic meta rules here for the language of membership rules. 
Wee refine the meta rules for subsumption and derivation, which allows us to 
characterisee in terms of local consistencies a membership rule set closed under 
thesee meta rules. 

Whilee according to the definition of a membership rule the body of a rule 
cann consist of multiple inequality constraints, for the purpose of this chapter we 
cann assume that such a rule is decomposed into several membership rules with 
aa single body constraints. So membership rules here are constraint propagation 
ruless in the form 

C(xC(xuu...,x...,xnn,y),,y), xi e Su , xn € Sn -> y=£a, 

wheree each Si is a set of constants, and a is a constant. In the following, C, the 
constraintt associated with the rule, is often irrelevant or clear from the context, 
andd we omit it then from the notation. With the understanding that 

XX — X\,..., xn and S = Si x  x Sn 

wee write the above membership rule concisely as 

XX eS -^y^a. 

Wee proceed by specialising the subsumption and derivation transformations. 
Subsequently,, we describe the rule set resulting from a stabilising derivation of 
suchh transformations. We show that if certain conditions on the source rule set 
aree met then the resulting rule set enforces GAC. 

5.3.11 Subsumption 

AA membership rule can be removed when another one performing the same do-
mainn reduction but with wider bounds on the variables is available: 

RU{XeS-+y^a,RU{XeS-+y^a, XeP^y^a} 
——p-~~ —; if P C S (subsume) 
RU{XRU{X <E S ->y^a} ~ y ' 

Itt is easy to see that (subsume) is an instance of (gen-subsume): if P C S, then 
everyy solution of the constraints X £ P is a solution of the constraints X € S. 

5.3.1.. EXAMPLE, X e {2}  —> y ^ 1 is subsumed by x e {2,3}  —  y  ̂ 1. D 
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5.3.22 Derivation 

Twoo membership rules can sometimes be combined to form another one that 
allowss the same domain reduction in new situations. 

Ru{X£S^y^a,XeP^y^a,XeQ^y^a}Ru{X£S^y^a,XeP^y^a,XeQ^y^a}lf{5A)lf{5A) (denV6fc) 

(5.4) ) 

(a)(a) Qi = Si n Pi for all i G [l..n] , i  ̂fc, 

(6)) Qfc = SfcUPfc, 

(c)) Qfc D 6"fc and Qk D Pfc, 

(d)) Qi ^ 0 for all i e [l..n]. 

Thesee four side conditions guarantee that the derived rule 

 inherits correctness from its ancestor rules, (5.4.o) and (5.4.6), where one 
noticess that every solution of X £ Q is a solution of X e S or X e P 
(comparee with (gen-derive)), 

 is not subsumed by any ancestor rule, (5.4.c), 

 is a valid membership rule, (5.4.d). 

Itt is useful to point out how we have used the constraint language underlying the 
membershipp rules. The disjunctive constraint "x  ̂ e Sjt or Xk e Pfc" can directly 
bee represented in this language, namely as Xk e Qk-

AA (derive )̂ step depends on k, and for two ancestor rules there may be sev-
erall  appropriate indices k, satisfying (5.4). Note however, that no derived rule 
subsumess another with a different k. In the following, when k is not relevant we 
writee just (derive) instead of (derive^). 

5.3.2.. EXAMPLE. From 

m ee {1,2} , j r 2e{ l , 3 }  -> y ^ 2 , 
^ ee {2,3} , ar2e{2,3}  -  y ^ 2 

wee obtain 

m ee {1,2,3}, x2 e {3}  -+ y ^ 2 with A: = 1, 
xixi e {2} , x2 e {1,2,3}  -» y ^ 2 with Jk = 2 

byy (derive*). D D 
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5.3.33 Result of the Met a Rule Closure 

Wee examine now the properties of exhaustive applications, i.e., closures, of the 
metaa rules (derive), (subsume) for membership rule sets. We proceed in two steps. 
First,, we link the source rule set to the meta rule closure with respect to all correct 
membershipp rules associated with the constraint. Subsequently, we characterise 
thee constraint propagation that a closed rule set achieves. 

Atomicc Rules 

5.3.3.. DEFINITION. The membership rule C(X,y),X e S —» y ^ a is atomic if 
eachh Si is a singleton set. D 

Thee following note establishes an important 1-1 correspondence between an 
atomicc rule and a non-solution of its associated constraint. 

5.3.4.. NOTE. The atomic rule C(X,y),X £ S —  y ^ a in which the variables 
X,X, y have the domains V is correct if and only if the tuple d 6 T> with {d\X\\ = S 
andand d[y] = a is not a solution of C. D 

5.3.5.. EXAMPLE. The tuple (1,1,0) is not a solution of the constraint and(cc, y, z) 
expressingg the conjunction x Ay = z. It corresponds to the correct atomic rules 

anó(x,y,z),anó(x,y,z), x € {1} , y e { l }  ^ 2 ^ 0 , 
and(:c,i/,z),, x € {1} , z € {0}  -  y / 1, 
and(a:,y,z),, y € { l } , z e {0} -> x + 1. 

D D 

Wee denote by closure(R) the rule set that results from applying 
(derive),, (subsume) exhaustively. Here is the first observation: all 'interesting' 
ruless are obtained by computing the closure of all atomic rules. 

5.3.6.. LEMMA . Let R be a set of membership rules, all associated with the con-
straintstraint C. If R subsumes every atomic membership rule correct for C then 
closure(R)closure(R) subsumes every membership rule correct for C. 

PROOF.. We argue by contradiction: Let us say that r = (XeS—>y^a) 
iss correct for C but not subsumed by closure(1Z). Without loss of generality 
wee can assume that r is a most specific such rule, in the sense that all other 
ruless X & S' —> y ^ a with S' C S, i.e., subsumed by r, are also subsumed by 
closure(7Z). closure(7Z). 

Observee first that r is not atomic. Take then from the condition X € S some 
SicSic that is not a singleton, and partition it into Sjt = Pk U Qk where neither P/t 
norr Qk is empty. Construct new rule conditions X E P, X € Q by just defining 
P\~P\~ Qi ~ Si at the remaining indices i ^ k. 
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Sincee r is a correct rule, so are the rules X E P —» y / a and X E Q —  y  ̂ a. 
Furthermore,, both these rules are strictly subsumed by r, which means they are 
alsoo subsumed by closure(R). 

Thus,, for each of the two rules, a subsuming rule contained in closure(lZ) 
exists.. Enter these two subsuming rules into (derive). The resulting new rule 
mustt subsume r, which contradicts our assumption. 

Withh regard to (subsume), we remark that subsumption is a transitive relation. 
Therefore,, if a rule is subsumed by a rule set then this is still the case after an 
applicationn of (subsume) to the set. D 

Wee know now which 'seed rules' are necessary so that after closure there are 
ruless for all correct propagations. Next, we establish the local consistency notion 
achievedd by these propagations. 

5.3.7.. LEMMA . Let R be a set of membership rules correct for their associated 
constraintconstraint C. Let R subsume every rule correct for C. Then the constraint C is 
closedclosed under R if and only if C is generalised arc-consistent. 

PROOF.. For the 'if' direction, suppose that the constraint C is closed under 
RR but not under some correct rule r ^ R, We show that C is not generalised 
arc-consistent.. Let r — (X € S —> y ^ a). We have thus C[X]  C S and a 6 C[y]. 

Sincee r is a correct rule, we know that for all d in the product of the variable 
domainss we have that d[X] 6 S implies d[y] -£ a. The counter position is that 
d[y]d[y]  — a implies d[X] £ S, and in turn d[X] <£ C[X], for all d. 

Inn other words, the partial instantiation {y i—  a} can not be extended to a 
solutionn of C, so C is not GAC. 

Forr the reverse direction, suppose that {y *—  a} can not be extended to a 
solutionn of the constraint C. So no d exist with d[y] — a and d[X] G C[X]. Then 
X\X\ € C[^ i ] , . . ., xn £ C[xn]  —> y ^ a is a correct rule; and as such is subsumed by 
R.R. The subsuming rule in R, however, is applicable to C. D 

Fromm Atomic Rules to GAC 

5.3.8.. DEFINITION . Let R be a set of correct membership rules all associated 
withh a constraint C. R is called atomically complete with respect to C if R 
containss or subsumes every correct atomic rule associated with C. D 

Heree we have the important consequence of Lemmas 5.3.6 and 5.3.7. 

5.3.9.. THEOREM. Assume that R is atomically complete w. r. t. a constraint C 
andand let Rci = closure(R). Rci is sufficient for enforcing GAC on C; that is, the 
constraintconstraint C is generalised arc-consistent if and only if C is closed under Rci. D 
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5.3.44 Infeasible Rules 

Itt is useful to characterise a rule by the following property of its condition. 

5.3.10.. DEFINITION. A constraint propagation rule is called feasible if its condi-
tionn is satisfiable: 

A^CA^C is feasible if Sol{A,X,V) ^ 0, 

wheree the constraints in A are on the variables X with domains T>. D 

Forr membership rules we find 

C{X,C{X, y),X eS -> y^a is feasible exactly if S n C[X]  ̂ 0. 

Notee that an infeasible rule is trivially correct. It is also often redundant. 

Thee notion of membership rules stems from [Apt and Monfroy, 2001] where 
alsoo the first algorithm for automatically generating such rules is described. We 
calll  this generation algorithm RGA here and revisit it in Section 5.6.2. 

Sincee a rule set generated by RGA does not contain infeasible rules but does 
sufficee to establish GAC, one may suspect that infeasible rules are without use. 
Thiss is not the case, as we see now. 

5.3.11.. EXAMPLE. The closure-based approach to membership rule generation, 
unlikee RGA, may yield infeasible rules. It may also generate 'partially infeasible' 
rules.. Define the constraint C on the variables x, y with domain {1,2,3}  as 
inn the following table. The RGA algorithm generates the GAC-enforcing rules 
RR = {ru...,r4}. 

yy e {3}  - x Ï 1 (n) 

y 66 {1,2,3}  -> x + 2 (r2) 

xx e {1,2,3}  - y^2 (r3) 

xx € {1}  -> y ? 3 (r4) 

RR is a minimal rule set in the sense of the strong redundancy notion in Chap-
terr 4. Consider now the rule 

yy G {2}  -> x £ 1. (r5) 

Itt is correct, but infeasible and redundant with respect to R. While R is closed 
underr (derive), (subsume), we can, however, apply (derive) to Rl){r5}, and obtain 

X X 

1 1 
3 3 
3 3 

y y 
l l 
l l 
3 3 

j / e { 2 , 3 } - > ^ i , , (re) (re) 
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whichh subsumes both T\ and r§. Completing the meta rule closure, we obtain 
thee rule set R' = R — {7*1}  U {r 6} , which is minimal with respect to redundancy 
andd enforces GAC, just as the original R. However, for constraint propagation, 
thee rule r6 is preferable to ri since its condition is weaker, and R' is therefore 
preferablee to R\ D 

Includingg infeasible rules in rule generation by the closure method lets us 
obtainn rules that are more useful for constraint propagation. It is also generally 
unavoidablee for completeness, Theorem 5.3.9, since some atomic rules may be 
infeasiblee (as r$ above). 

5.44 Cases of Incremental Rule Generation 

Wee discuss now various useful instances of incremental rule generation, based 
onn the meta rule closure. In each case, we assume that some source constraints 
C i , . . .,, Cm with associated rule sets Ri,..., Rm are given. We explain how a new 
constraintt Cntw is related to the input constraints, i.e., 

CCnnewew ~ JC\C\t  1 L 'm j j 

andd are interested in obtaining a membership rule set for Cnew based on the rules 
forr the source constraints, 

R-newR-new — / f l ( - f t l )  t -Rm)-

Wee study the requirements for Rneni to be atomically complete w. r. t. Cnew, since 
iff  that is the case, clo$ureRnew is sufficient for enforcing GAC on the constraint 

5.4.11 Conjunction of Constraints 

Considerr two constraints C\, C2 on the same variables X to which are associated 
thee rule sets R\, R2, resp. We are interested in the conjunctive constraint 

CChh = C,NC2 

andd a rule set RA associated with it. In precise notation, we examine the con-
straint t 

CAA = (C1R n C2R, X) based on C, = (ClR, X) and C2 = (C2R, X). 

Thee simple rule set union Ri U R2 does generally not propagate sufficiently 
too enforce GAC on CA, even if R{ enforces GAC on Ci for both i — 1,2. For 
example,, consider (x  ̂ y) A (x — y) constraining the variables x, y G {0,1} . It is 
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closedd under any rules correct for the one of the constraints  ̂ and = individually 
yett it is inconsistent, which GAC-enforcing rules for the conjunctive constraint 
(^)) A (=) do detect. 

Observee that any atomic rule correct for CA must also be correct for one or 
bothoff  CUC2. We define 

.RAA = closure(R\ U #2), 

andd employ Theorem 5.3.9. 

5.4.1.. FACT. R A is atomically complete w. r. t. CA if Ri is atomically complete 
w.. r. t. Ci for both i = 1,2. D 

Relationall  (l,m)-Consistency 

Thee generalisation to conjunctions of m constraints is 

TOTO  / m \ 

CAA = A Ci and RA = closure I M Ri I . 
i=ii  \i=i / 

Fromm the view of the set of the constituent constraints Cj, all on the same 
sett of variables, the local consistency enforced is relational (l,m)-consistency 
[Dechterr and van Beek, 1997]. Since we enforce GAC on the conjunctive con-
straint,, an instantiation of any one variable can be extended to a solution of it, 
whichh is also a solution of each of the constituent constraints. 

Enforcingg GAC on the constituent constraints separately is equivalent to re-
lationall  (1,1)-consistency, a strictly weaker local consistency. 

5.4.2.. EXAMPLE. Consider the constraints and(x, y, z) and or(x, y, 2), represent-
ingg the logical operators, and their conjunction c(x, y, z) — and(x, y, z)Aor(x, y, z). 
Itt has exactly the two solutions {(0,0,0), (1,1,1)}. In the union of the rule sets 
forr and, or (such that atomic rules are subsumed as required) we find 

z€z€ {1}  -  y 7 0̂ for and, 

xx e {1} , z e {0}  —> y  ̂ 0 for or (infeasible rule), 

whichh allow to generate the expected rule 

xx € {1}  —  y 7̂  0 for and A or 

byy one step of (derive).

Too generate GAC-enforcing rules for constraints that do not share all variables 
ass required in this section, we need constraint padding. 
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5.4.22 Constraint Padding 

InIn order to construct the rules for a conjunctive constraint, the participating con-
straintss must be on the same set of variables. This can be achieved by essentially 
syntacticallyy extending the individual constraints to new variables, without actu-
allyy constraining them. We call such a modification padding. Extending the rules 
accordinglyy is slightly more complicated, due to newly arising infeasible rules. 

Soo we examine CP(X, v) such that CP[X] = C and v E Dv. Formally 

CCpp = (CR XDV; X, v) based on C — (CR, X) where v not in X and v E Dv. 

Iff  R is the set of rules associated with C then the rules Rp associated with Cp 

aree found by 

RpRp — closure(Ri U R2), 

where e 

RxRx = { X e 5,v € Dv — y f a I {X E S — y  ̂ a) E R } , 

RR22 = { X € S,y € {a} -> v  ̂ b \ {X € S -> y  a) e R A b € Dv } . 

Thee set R\ pads the input rules by simply adding the redundant test v E Dv. 
Alll  correct atomic rules with bodies on the variables X of C are constructed in 
thiss way. Ri is closed under (derive), (subsume) if R is. 

Thee set R2 consists of rules that disallow values for the new variable v. Since v 
iss not actually constrained, no such rule can exist that is both correct and feasible, 
however.. Therefore, all rules in R2 are infeasible, since they are correct. Moreover, 
observee that every correct, atomic, infeasible rule with a body disequality on v is 
subsumedd by R2. 

Inn conclusion, i?i U R2 is atomically complete w. r.t. Cp if R is atomically 
completee w.r.t. C. 

5.4.3.. FACT. Rp is atomically complete w. r. t. Cp if R is atomically complete 
w.r.t.. C. D 

Thee pre-closure processing is linear in the size of the set R. 

5.4.4.. EXAMPLE. We pad the Boolean constraint not(x,y) with the extra vari-
ablee z E {0,1}  to not'(x, y,z). 

not{x,y),ynot{x,y),y E {0}  -> x  ̂ 0 not'(x,y,z),y E {0},z E D ^x^O 

not'Or,y,z),xx E {0},y E {0} 

not'{x,y,z),x€not'{x,y,z),x€ {0},y G {0} 

D D 
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Multi-Constrain tt  Membership Rules 

Wee are now in the position to deal with conjunctions of constraints that do not 
sharee all variables. To obtain rules for the conjunction from rules of the constraints 
participatingg in the conjunction, find the union of all their variables, extend the 
constraintss and their rules by appropriate padding to these variables, and close 
thee union of the resulting rule sets under the meta rules. 

Thiss insight enables us to derive multi-constraint membership rules. 

5.4.5.. EXAMPLE. Let us examine the interaction of the two logic constraints 
and(:r,, y, z) and not(a:, y) in the conjunction and(:r, y, z) A not(:r, y). 

Givenn appropriate rule sets #and>^not for the constituent constraints, we pro-
ceedd by first padding Rnot by the extra variable z to i?not', as done in Exam-
plee 5.4.4. Subsequently, i?and_not is found as closure{R n̂<\ U i?not')- It contains the 
rulee x € {0, l}, y £ {0,1}  —» z  ̂ 1 for the conjunction of and, not. More precisely, 
wee have derived 

and(x,, y, z), not (a:, y), x e {0,1} , y € {0,1}  -> z / 1, 

aa multi-constraint membership rule. D 

Inn [Abdennadher and Rigotti, 2004], a propagation rule generation method is 
presentedd that is capable of producing multi-headed propagation rules directly. 
Thee method is based on a generate-and-test approach. Its purpose is the gen-
erationn of rules for the interaction of constraints. For example, one can apply 
itt to and(:r, y, z) and not(u, v) to generate all rules with these constraints and 
additionall  equality constraints between variables from {x,y , z] and {u, v} v} in the 
rulee condition. 

Wee can generate equivalent (membership) rules describing all interaction pat-
ternss between constraints, by performing the corresponding rule set constructions 
forr each pattern. 

Enforcingg GAC on conjunctions of constraints instead of just on the participat-
ingg constraints individually can increase search efficiency, despite the additional 
propagationn cost. That is the case especially when the participating constraints 
sharee many variables [Katsirelos and Bacchus, 2001]. 

5.4.33 Defining a Constraint by its Non-Solutions 

Whilee constraints are often defined positively by stating their solutions, sometimes 
itt is more natural to define a constraint negatively by stating tuples that are not 
solutions.. Suppose that {Neg,X} is a set of tuples associated with variables X, 
andd define the constraint CN(X) by 

CCNN = (Dn- Neg,X) where n = \X\ and X € Dn. 
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AA rule set that is atomically complete w. r. t. CV can be obtained in a partic-
ularlyy simple way. In fact, we can precisely construct the correct atomic rules, 
byy Note 5.3.4 which states the correspondence between an atomic rule and a 
non-solution.. Abbreviate 

lhs(X,t,i)lhs(X,t,i) =x\ E {t[xi]},...,Xi-i  G {t[x i_1]} ixi+1 e {t[x i+ i\},...,xn 6 {t[xn]} 

andd define 

R-NegjR-Negj = {  lhs(X, t, i) —  Xi  ̂ t[xi]  \ t e Neg } 

R-NegR-Neg — \J RNeg,i 
t6[l..n] ] 

(5.5) ) 

Thee construction of R^eg is linear in the size of Neg: precisely n  \Neg\ atomic 
ruless are produced. 

Wee finally have 

RNRN = closure(RNeg)-

5.4.6.. FACT. R  ̂ is atomically complete w. r. t. CV D 

5.4.7.. EXAMPLE. Define a constraint over the variable sequence x,y,z £ [1..10] 
suchh that they do not represent an increasing sequence x,y, z of prime numbers. 
Thee 4 non-solutions are (2, 3,5), (2,3, 7), (2,5, 7), (3,5,7). The respective rules: 

88 rules after closure: 

* € { 2 , 3 } , y e { 5 }}  - z^7 

z€{2} ) 2 /€ {3 ,5}}  - 2 / 7 

122 atomic rules: 

xe{2}, xe{2}, 

yy e {3} , 

y ee {5} , 

y£y£ {3} 
z € { 5 } } 

ze{7} ze{7} 

-

-> > 

_

2 ^ 5 5 

x ^ 2 2 

x ^ 3 3 y e { 3 , 5 } , z € { 7 }}  -> ar ^ 2 

D D 

5.4.44 Defining a Constraint by its Solutions 

Whenn the constraint is defined positively by an explicit set of solutions (or a 
proceduree that enumerates them), the incremental closure method can be used 
ass well, by first converting the positive definition into a corresponding negative 
one.. The method based on non-solutions, described in the previous section, then 
becomess applicable. 
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5.4.8.. EXAMPLE. Let C be defined as the Boolean binary constraint 
{(0,1),, (1,0)}. Its non-solutions are Neg = {(0,0), (1,1)}. View C to be de-
finedfined as {0, l } 2 — Neg and generate the rules from the negative definition. D 

Inn this way, we have a procedure that corresponds in input and output to 
thee RGA generation algorithm of [Apt and Monfroy, 2001]. We compare the two 
algorithmss in detail in Section 5.6.2. 

5.4.55 Enlarging the Base Domain 

Thee following observation explains what it means to extend the variable domains 
byy a new value. We redefine the constraint in such a way that an associated rule 
sett needs not be modified. Assume 

C=(CC=(CRR,X),X) with XeDn. 

Wee extend the domain by the value e not previously present. Let De = D U {e} , 
andd define 

CCee = (CR U Dn
e - Dn, X) with X E Ul-

Soo a tuple t € D" is a solution of Ce either 

-- if it is already a solution of C, or 

-- if it uses the new value: t[x]  = e for some variable x. 

Thee non-solutions of Ce are exactly the non-solutions of C. Note 5.3.4 entails the 
followingg link. 

5.4.9.. FACT. A given rule set is atomically complete w. r. t. Ce if and only if it 
iss atomically complete w. r. t. C. 

Additiona ll  Modification s of the New Solution Set 

AA domain enlargement can be combined well with the addition of solutions or non-
solutionss that use the new value. The case of adding some non-solutions Nege 

reducess straightforwardly to some known methods. How the non-solutions Nege 

givee rise to a constraint is explained in Section 5.4.3. In turn, this constraint is 
combinedd with the domain-extended constraint Ce into a conjunctive constraint, 
followingg Section 5.4.1. The case of adding some new solutions Pose can be 
reducedd to the previous one: the solutions are turned into non-solutions by 

NegNegee = Dn
e-D

n - Pose. 

Notee that the solutions of C are irrelevant. 
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5.4.10.. EXAMPLE. We construct rules for the constraint or3, that represents dis-
junctionn in the three-valued logic 0,1, u [Kleene, 1952]. We base the rule genera-
tionn on the rules R,* for the conventional Boolean constraint or, and we use the 
factt that we can define or3 alternatively as 

or33 = or U Posu 

PosPosuu = { (0 ,u ,u ) , (u ,0 ,u) , ( l ,u , l ) , (u , l , l ) , (u ,u ,u ) } . 

Soo Posu defines the value u here. Consider now the constraint or' defined by 

or'' — or U {  (x, y, z) | {u}  C {x, y, z} and x,y,z G {0,1, u}  } , 

thatt is, or' permits as a solution any tuple containing u at some position. We 
havee extended the or constraint by enlarging the domain by u. If R  ̂ is atomically 
completee w. r.t. or then it is so w.r. t. or' as well; we can write Ra,! — R^. 

Next,, we compute the tuples 

NegNeguu = {0,l,u}*-{0,1}*-Posu 

thatt use the value u and are unacceptable as solutions of or3. We find the cor-
respondingg atomic rules in RNegu as in (5.5) of Section 5.4.3. Finally, we obtain 
Rar3Rar3 = closure(Ror> U RNegJ- The rule set i ?^ is atomically complete w.r.t. the 
constraintt or3. D 

5.4.66 Universal Quantification 

Assumee a constraint C one some variable sequence that includes x. We examine 
thee constraint that results from universally quantifying x. 

Let t 

CC = (CR; X) and X € Dn and X = Y,x. 

Wee define a constraint on the same variables except x by 

Cvv = Vx.C" = (CvR; Y) and Y e Dn'1 

suchh that 

CRCR = {t, a \t e CVfi and a ED}. 

Soo whenever the (n — l)-tuple t is a solution of Cy then for all values a in the 
domainn of the quantified variable x we have that the n-tuple t,a is a solution to 
thee source constraint C. 

Surprisingly,, we can obtain rules i?y for Cy from rules R for C by simply 
eliminatingg all references to x: 

RjRj — closured Z e S  ̂ y  ̂ a\ (Z e S,x e Sx  ̂ y  ̂ a) E R}). 

5.4.11.. FACT. Ry is atomically complete w. r. t. CV if R is atomically complete 
w.r.t.. C. D 
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PROOF.. Consider a rule in R associated with C, and the corresponding non-
solutionn d (Note 5.3.4). 

Thee partial solution d[Y] can clearly not be extended to a full solution by each 
assignmentss {x H-> a} with a 6 D\ the counter example is a = d[x]. 

Soo d[Y] is a non-solution of Cy. This means that we can indeed correctly cut 
thee rules of C down to rules for Cy. 

Itt remains to consider completeness, that is, whether all correct, atomic rules 
forr Cy are subsumed. Let Z E S —>y^abe such a rule. But then some rule 
ZeS,x&SZeS,x&Sxx-+y^a-+y^a must be subsumed by R. For, otherwise all d with 
{d[Z]{d[Z] }}  = 5, d[y] = a were solutions, meaning that x could be all-quantified.

5.4.12.. EXAMPLE. We take the Boolean constraint or(ar, y, z), and quantify uni-
versallyy on x. So we consider 

or'{y,z)or'{y,z) = Vx.or(x,y,z). 

Thee only solution is (1,1). Indeed, both (0,1,1) and (1,1,1) satisfy or. 
TwoTwo correct rules associated with or are 

or(x,y,z)or(x,y,z)yyxExE {0},z€{l} -» y  ̂ 0, 
or{x,y,z),xe{l},z€{0}or{x,y,z),xe{l},z€{0} - y / 0. 

Theyy lead to 

or'(y,z),zee {1}  -> y ^ O, 

or'(2/,20,£€{0}}  - y ^ O, 

fromm which by meta rule closure 

o r ' ( y , z ) , 2€ { 0 , l } - + t / ^ 0 0 

iss derived. D 

Thee problem of enforcing GAC on all-quantified constraints is studied in 
[Bordeauxx and Monfroy, 2002]. The authors discuss a number of Boolean con-
straintss and associated rules for enforcing GAC, and point out the need for au-
tomaticc rule generation for quantified constraints 

5.4.77 Existential Quantification 

Existentiall  quantification (projection) is the dual to the introduction of variables 
(padding),, Section 5.4.2. 

Assumee a constraint C one some variable sequence that includes x. We ex-
aminee the constraint that results from existentially quantifying x. 
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Presume e 

CC = {CR; X) and X e D " and X = Y,x. 

Wee define a constraint on the same variables except x by 

C33 = 3x.C = (C3R; Y) and Y € Dn~l 

suchh that 

CC3R3R = {d[Y] \deCR}. 

Soo whenever d is a solution of C3 then a value a in the domain of the quantified 
variablee x exists such that the n-tuple t, a is a solution to the source constraint 
C. C. 

Thee construction of rules R  ̂ for C3 is inverse to the case of all-quantification 
inn the sense that it requires closure prior to the modification of the rules: 

R3R3 = {ZeS^y^a\(ZeS,x£D->y^a)e closure(R)}. 

5.4.13.. FACT. R  ̂ is atomically complete w. r. t. Cg if R is atomically complete 
w.r. t.. C. Moreover, R  ̂ is closed under the meta rules (derive), (subsume). D 

PROOF.. Consider a rule of the form Z £ S,x € D —  y / a from the set 
closure(R).closure(R). It states that it is correct to conclude y ^ a from Z E S, independent 
off  the value of x. Clearly, the rule Z E S ^> y  ̂ a is correct for C3. 

Conversely,, consider some correct, atomic rule Z £ S —> y ^ a associated 
withh Cg. We can conclude from it that no solution d of C exist with {<i[Z] }  — S 
andd d[y] = a. So the rule Z 6 S , i e o ^ y ^ a is correct when associated with 
C,, and consequently it must be subsumed by closure(R). 

Finally,, notice that R? is closed under (derive), (subsume), since any transfor-
mationn possible in Rj would have been possible in R, which is closed, using the 
correspondingg ancestor rules. D 

5.4.14.. EXAMPLE. We take once more the Boolean constraint or(x,y, z), and 
quantifyy now existentially on x, to obtain 

or'(y,z)or'(y,z) = 3x.or(x,y,z). 

Thee three solutions of or' are {(0,0), (0,1), (1,1)}. Each can be extended to a 
solutionn of or by some x in {0,1} . 

Thee only two rules contained in the closure of all atomic rules correct for or 
andd with x E D 'm their condition are 

or(x,, y,z),xe D,y £ {1} -*  z ^ 0, 

or(z,, y, z), x £ D, z £ {0}  -> y  ̂ 1. 
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Wee obtain 

or ' (y ,z) ,ye{ l}}  -*  z  ̂ 0, 

or'{y,z),zG{0}or'{y,z),zG{0} - y ^ 1. 

Thesee two axe also the only correct rules for or'. Indeed, the only non-solution 
(1,0)) of or'(y, z) corresponds to the two rules (Note 5.3.4). 

Noo further (derive) or (subsume) is possible on the rule pair. D 

5.55 Example: A Composed fulladder  Constraint 

Inn this section we demonstrate how a rule-based GAC-enforcing solver (i. e., a set 
off  membership rules establishing GAC) for a complex constraint can be assembled 
fromm the solvers of some base constraints. We use for this the fulladder constraint. 
Itt captures the relation linking the binary variables x, y, z, s, c in such a way that 
thee sum of x, y, z is s with the carry bit in c, i. e., 

xx + y + z = 7Ts = 2c + s with x,y, z,s,c 6 {0,1} . 

Thee conventional definition using the basic constraints and, or, xor is 

fulladder(x,y,z,s,c)) = 3ci,C2,si- xor(x,y,Si) A 

and(x,y,, ci) A 

and(z,si,c2)) A 

or(ci,c2,c)) A 

xor(z,si,s). . 

Itt can be used straightforwardly to construct a rule set for fulladder from rule sets 
forr and, or, xor. These, in turn, can be constructed from the corresponding posi-
tivee or negative definition. We sketch a possible sequence of operations, using the 
straightforwardd language in Figure 5.2 (variables are handled informally for sim-
plicityy of presentation). The input to this incremental generation are 5 rule sets: 
onee copy of a rule set describing the or constraint on the variables (ci, c2,c), and 
22 times 2 copies describing xor, and, on (x,y, si), (z,si,s) and (z,y, ci), (z,si,c2), 
resp. . 

1.. We begin with the first two constraints inside the conjunctive definition of 
fulladder.. Let R^o, and Rand be the corresponding rule sets for (x, y, S\) and 
(x,, y, ci), resp. To construct the rules for the conjunctive constraint 

aux_l(x,y,5i,ci)) := xor(x,y,$i) A and(x,y,Ci) 

itt is necessary to pad the constraints to 

xor'(x,, y, su ci) A and'(x, y, su cx) 
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andd accordingly their rules. We compute 

Uxor'Uxor'  pad (C i , /uxor) 

^and '' : = p a d ( S i , Rand) 

andd subsequently 

#au^ii := union(JRxor,,/ïand,) 

Inn other words, we obtain R3ux_i — i?xor' U Rand'

2.. This pattern of padding and union-building is repeated. Let us denote the 
resultt by i?au>c2 associated with the constraint aux_2(x, y, z,s,c,Si,Ci,C2). 

3.. It remains to eliminate the auxiliary variables $i, Ci,C2 by existential quan-
tification;; see Section 5.4.7. The set Raux-2 must be closed before the appro-
priatee rules can be selected. We obtain 

-Rfuiiadderr := exists({si,cx, c2}, closure(/?aux_2)) 

Byy this process, 94 membership rules for fulladder are constructed from 
2 - 122 rules for both occurrences of xor and 3  9 rules for the two occur-
rencess of and and the single occurrence of or. These input rule are the clo-
suree of all correct, atomic rules for their respective constraints, therefore the 
constructedd rule set enforces GAC on fulladder. This in turn means strictly 
moree propagation than GAC on the 5 individual constraints. The CSP 
(fulladder(x,y,z,s,c);; x, z,c G {0, \},y G {l}, s G {0} ) is closed under the sub-
constraintt rules - there is no constraint and thus no rule linking y, s directly. In 
contrast,, one rule constructed for fulladder is y G {l}, s G {0}  — c ^ 0 which 
allowss to propagate to c G {1} . 

5.66 Implementing the Meta Rule Closure 

5.6.11 Uniqueness 

Too show that the meta rule application strategy has no influence on the result 
off  the closure, we view (derive), (subsume) as a rewrite system. For the relevant 
backgroundd we refer to [Baader and Nipkow, 1998]. 

5.6.1.. LEMMA . The closure of a membership rule set under (derive), (subsume) 
existsexists and is unique. 
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PROOF.. If the number of variables and the size of their base domains is finite, 
thenn there are only finitely many syntactically correct rules. Any closure algo-
rithmm that applies (derivefc), (subsume) at most once to any pair of rules and a 
specificc A; in the input rule set R terminates. 

Thee meta rule system is confluent. We prove this by showing that every 
criticall  pair is joinable. The rule sets R\,R2 in a critical pair (Ri,R2) are the 
respectivee results of applying two meta rules to the same source rule set. 

Joinabilityy of critical pairs is easy to verify for pairs stemming 
fromm (subsume)+(subsume) and (derive)+(derive). For the meta rules 
(subsume)+(derive),, the interesting case is the critical pair arising from the source 
rulee set R U {ra,rb,Tc} and where ra subsumes rb, and 77,, rc have a descendant 
rulee rd. An application of the subsumption meta rule can here prevent a subse-
quentt application of the derivation meta rule. We find the two possible initial 
derivations s 

RU{rRU{raa,r,rbb,r,rcc}}  Ru{rairb,rc} . 
„ ,, , ( —̂ (subsume) on ra,r b ——-( 7 (derive) on rb,rc 

Ru{rRu{raa,r,rcc}}  Ru{ra,rtnrc,rd}
K ' 

soo the critical pair is (R U {ra,rc}, R U {ra,rb, rc,rd}). We show this pair to be 
joinablee by a case distinction on whether ra subsumes rd. 

rr aa subsumes rd. The two derivations (continuing the ones above) 

D, ,rr i #U{ r a, r6, rc, rd} 
RU{rRU{raa,, rc | — (subsume) on ra, rb RU{rRU{raa,r,rcc,r,rdd} } 

—-—-,, r— (subsume) on ra,rd 

RU{rRU{raa,r,rcc}}
 v ; 

showw that R U {ra, rc} and R U {ra, r^ rc, rd]  are joinable. 

rr aa does not subsume rd. In this case, from ra and rc a descendant re can be 
derived.. In turn, re subsumes rd. For the critical pair, we havee the following 
twoo continuations of the above derivations: 

RL){rRL){raa,r,rcc}}  . R\j{ra,rb,rc,rd} 
(derive)) on rai rc — -— — (subsume) on ra, rb i?U{r a, rc, re} vv ai RU{ra,rc,rd} . 

^ ^ w d e : i v e ) o ; r a ' r c c 

^ r i — - ^^ (subsume) on re,rd 

Soo R U {r a, rc]  and R U {r a, r ,̂ rc, rd} are joinable in R U {ra, rc, re}. 

Sincee the rewrite system (derive), (subsume) is terminating and confluent, the 
closuree of a rule set under these meta rules exists and is unique. D 

Lemmaa 5.6.1 allows us to apply the (subsume) meta rule eagerly when com-
putingg the closure, which improves convergence. 
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RGAA  : constraint C C Dn on X \—> rule set enforcing GAC on C 

R:=0 R:=0 
forr  each V c X i n increasing order do 

forr  each 5 C D  ̂ in decreasing order, 
wheree St C C\vt]  and SnC[V)^0, do 
forr  each y e X — V and each d £ D do 

lett r be the rule C(X), V eS  ̂ y^d 
iff  r is correct and not subsumed by R then 

R:=R:= Rö{r} 
end d 

end d 
end d 

end d 

returnn R 

Figuree 5.1: Original rule generation algorithm RGA [Apt and Monfroy, 2001] 

5.6.22 Relation to the Original Generation Algorithm for 
Membershipp Rules 

Wee have already seen in Section 5.3.4 that RGA sometimes does not find every 
'interesting'' rule. We inspect here in detail its relation to the closure-based ap-
proachh to rule generation, which can be used in the same way as RGA to generate 
rules,, by the method described in Section 5.4.4. 

RGAA  implements essentially a generate-and-test approach, where the rule can-
didatess are ordered by subsumption such that the output rule set grows steadily 
ass unsubsumed rules are added. We quote RGA in Figure 5.1. 

5.6.2.. LEMMA . For a given constraint C, denote by RRQA the rule set that RGA 
generates.generates. Let Rci be a set of correct rules associated with C such that every atomic 
rulerule correct for C is subsumed, and Rci is closed under (derive), (subsume). Then 

 every rule in RRQA is subsumed by some rule in Rc\, and 

 every feasible rule in Rc\ subsumes some rule in RRGA-

PROOF.. RGA enumerates all correct, feasible rules, discarding those that are 
subsumed.. In turn, Rc\ subsumes all correct rules, by Theorem 5.3.9. 

Inversely,, each feasible rule in Rc\ is correct, and not subsumed by a different 
correctt rule. This means that it is either contained in RRGA, or subsumes a rule 
therein.. The latter case arises due to infeasible rules and (derive). D 
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rule-sett ::= positive_definition( (tuple-set) ) 

|| negative_definition( (tuple-set) ) 

|| pad( (new-variable), (rule-set) ) 

jj  enlarge_domain( (new-value), (rule-set) ) 

|| exists( (variable), (rule-set) ) 

|| for_all( (variable), (rule-set) ) 

|| union( (rule-set), (rule-set) ) 

|| closure( (rule-set) ) 

Figuree 5.2: A language for incremental membership rule generation 

5.77 Implementation and Empirical Evaluation 

Wee implemented a prototype of incremental rule generation in the ECL'PS6 sys-
tem.. The program accepts rule generation requests in the language described in 
Fig.. 5.2 (where, for simplicity, domain and variable handling is omitted). The 
rulee set closure is computed by the algorithm shown in Fig. 5.3. We argue for 
itss correctness briefly and informally by stating that R in the algorithm remains 
alwayss closed under (derive), (subsume), and that any possible (derive) between 
twoo rules of R is collected (stage-wise) in T>. Since upon termination V has been 
emptiedd into R by addition or subsumption, we then have that R is closed under 
(derive),, (subsume) and that all rules of the input rule set are subsumed by R. 

Benchmarks s 

Wee examined the behaviour of the closure algorithm for the generation of rule sets 
fromm positive, extensional constraint definitions. This enables a direct comparison 
withh the RGA algorithm of [Apt and Monfroy, 2001]. 

Wee used random constraints with uniformly distributed solutions. We varied 
thee tightness of the constraint, i. e. the proportion of non-solutions (a small tight-
nesss means many solutions), and we examined varying arity and domain size. Our 
randomm constraint generator is based on the program [Bessière, 1996] which was 
adaptedd so as to generate a single, n-ary constraint definition. Per data point 
wee used 5 random constraints and 3 repetitions for each (we found only small 
variancess in the measured times). 

Thee results, summarily reported in Fig. 5.4, indicate that the closure-based 
rulee generation approach is more efficient than RGA by orders of magnitudes when 
thee constraint arity or the tightness is small. 
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closuree : rule set R i—  closure(R) 

retur nn Uvy,Va c!osure_split({  r £ R | r = (h —> y ^ a) for some /i} ) 

closure_splitt : rule set i? *—  closure(R) 

assumesassumes that all rules have the same body 

iff  R — 0 the n retur n 0 
else e 

choosee r € i? 
retur nn  closure_add(i? - { r } , { r } ) 

end d 

closure_addd |: rule sets .A, /? i—  cioswre( 4̂ U i?) 
assumesassumes that R is closed 

iff  A = 0 the n retur n i? 
else e 

VV :=  0 
forr  each r E A not subsumed by i? do 

(X>r,, i?) := closure_add_one(r, R) 
V:=VUVV:=VUVr r 

end d 
retur nn  closure-add^, R) 

end d 

closure_add_one|:: rule r, rule set i? i—>  rule set pair (T>, R') 
VV is the set of descendants between r and R, and 
R'R' is R updated with r; always considering subsumption 

deletee from R all rules subsumed by r 
VV :— all (derive) descendants of r and any rule in R 
iff  some r' e T> subsumes r then 

retur nn  closure_add_one(r', R) 
else e 

deletee from R all rules subsumed by T> 
retur nn  {V,Ru{r}) 

end d 

Figuree 5.3: Algorithm to close a membership rule set under (derive), (subsume) 
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Figuree 5.4: Rule generation from positive random constraint definitions 

5.88 Final Remarks 
Wee presented an incremental approach to the automatic generation of constraint 
propagationn rules; and we examined it in depth for the case of membership rules. 
Thee closure of a rule set under two meta rules constitutes the core of this method. 
Wee showed that various ways of defining a constraint incrementally have a cor-
respondingg rule generation method. We could also demonstrate the efficiency of 
thiss method. That, and the description by meta rules, may make it possible to 
includee it as a source-to-source transformation process during the compilation of 
CHRR rules [Holzbaur, 2002]. 

Ann important contribution of this work is that it helps to further explain 
rule-basedd constraint propagation. For the class of membership rules, the close 
connectionn between an atomic unit of the constraint definition, i. e. a single non-
solution,, and a GAC-enforcing rule application is visible. Evidence for the impor-
tancee of the explanatory aspect of the rule-based view on constraint propagation 
iss the recent work [Choi et al., 2003], in which propagation rules are employed 
ass a means to argue for operational relevance or redundancy of constraints in 
dual-modell  CSPs. 

Whilee a complete meta rule closure of a rule set subsuming all correct, atomic 
ruless is necessary to obtain a GAC-enforcing propagation operator for a con-
straint,, compromising on these conditions (except for correctness) does not im-
pedee correctness of the corresponding propagation. Situations are conceivable in 
whichh it is useful to enter only some of the atomic rules into the closure, or in 
whichh the closure is executed incompletely. The resulting solver generally propa-
gatess to a local consistency weaker than GAC, but it may consist of less, simpler 
ruless and may therefore be faster to execute - a common trade-off in constraint 
programming. . 

Finallyy we note that dynamic updating of solvers may be of interest in "open-
world""  constraint satisfaction [Faltings and Macho-Gonzalez, 2002], where gath-
eringg the constituents of a CSP, e. g. the tuples defining a constraint, is part of the 
problemm solving process. This is the case, for example, when a CSP is represented 
inn a distributed way on several internet sites. 




